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[image: Made in Turkey. The Carla Verde range is made in Turkey and sold across the world. This well-known international factory focuses on supplying affordable comfort using high quality materials and leather insoles. With a focus on style, fit and comfort this is simply a must try brand]
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[image: Made in Spain. The Celia Ruiz brand have been manufacturers of comfort and medical footwear for men and women for over 20 years. They design & develop an advanced range of lining; combining bamboo material and pure silver filaments (99.9%) to promote increased circulation and thermal regulation. Machine washable with antibacterial & hypoallergenic properties plus supportive and slip resistant soles.]
[image: Made in Spain. The Celia Ruiz brand have been manufacturers of comfort and medical footwear for men and women for over 20 years. They design & develop an advanced range of lining; combining bamboo material and pure silver filaments (99.9%) to promote increased circulation and thermal regulation. Machine washable with antibacterial & hypoallergenic properties plus supportive and slip resistant soles.]














[image: Made in Italy & Spain. If you are looking for beautiful quality shoes and slippers, look no further than the Euroflex range. Euroflex aims for superior comfort - using cushioned, flexible designs, dual fitting systems, and underfoot torsional support.]
[image: Made in Italy & Spain. If you are looking for beautiful quality shoes and slippers, look no further than the Euroflex range. Euroflex aims for superior comfort - using cushioned, flexible designs, dual fitting systems, and underfoot torsional support.]
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ABOUT EUROPACIFIC FOOTWEAR

Europacific Footwear is well known throughout Australia as one of the country’s foremost suppliers of premium comfort international footwear brands. Established in Melbourne in 1990, we offer a “one stop shop” for retailers looking for the best of International quality and style, with great value for money.

We pride ourselves on our customer service and are always looking for ways to make our valued customers feel supported and appreciated.
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Travelling companions, oh yeah!

The prospect of six weeks wandering around Europe spurred me to get the most comfy and versatile shoes I could. Some research and these were the ones. Soft as… no rubbing, no blisters, no tightness.

Yes, I wore them before going but it was like pillows on my feet. Getting the laces right and then using the zips made life easy.

Gray made them very easy to suit a variety of clothing from pants to skirts. A quick wipe and they were clean and shiny. I did rub in a waterproofing cream, just in case…lol…we went to Scotland, too. A great pair of shoes for a quite reasonable price.

Cabello EG1520

Customer Review from Stride Shoes WA 
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My most recent Cabello Comfort shoes purchase from JD’s Footwear were the ‘Unique’ style in the Mustard colour.

I just love these shoes, the colour is so uplifting and I feel great when I wear them.

As an avid collector of the Cabello Comfort range, these are an excellent addition to my collection. The name says it all – like all Cabello shoes, their number one attraction is their “comfort”, followed closely by the extensive, fabulous, EXCITING colours. They feel great on, are stylish, true to size and well made from quality leather. What’s not to love!!

Susan (Inverell NSW)
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Favourite shoes

This is my third pair of the same short boots, now in three different colours. So comfy, so easy to wear, so easy to put on and off with the two side zips. I’m pleased they keep making these every year.

Cabello 5250-27

Customer Review from Stride Shoes WA
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These shoes are fantastic quality, great fitting, beautiful leathers.

Our customers love the styling and return to purchase this brand regularly.

Retailer Review from Simpsons Shoes NSW
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SIGN UP TO THE EUROPACIFIC FOOTWEAR NEWSLETTER



Subscribe to our mailing list to be the first to know about new products
and exclusive deals.
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